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ABSTRACT 

Food business has expanded drastically over the years. It’s safe to say that you never have 

to make a loss for a restaurant business today onwards. People have become food lovers and they 

are always in search of new dishes and different tastes. From business meetings to engagement 

proposals to school assignments- all are happening over a cup of coffee or during lunch or dinner. 

So, it’s worth a try to understand this food culture globally. Because food represents the culture. 

Taste and method represent the history of a country. Price-variation tells us about the overall 

economy. Watching these scenarios nowadays, we got encouraged to study on people around the 

world to find out where they are on the same page in terms of food consumption. Which types of 

cuisines got popular worldwide and what are the reasons. Are the prices and environments similar 

to the same type of cuisines everywhere? We have adequate data of great variation to analyze these 

factors. We will take the help of statistic formulas and several machine learning techniques to 

accomplish our project.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Nowadays food business is booming rapidly. There is practically no one in this era who 

does not like foods. Humans are the top of the food hierarchy, they always search for something 

different & exquisite. People have differences of choosing food of their daily life base on their 

culture, livelihood, region, weather etc. Some prefer spicy foods others prefer something more raw 

and fresh. As of today, there are more than 7 billion people is breathing in this world with 

individual taste buds which may change over time. So it is very difficult to know the exact food 

preferences of all. If we can make a system or process which can calculate on the peoples’ taste 

behavior on a region so that it can help in to predict the food preferences. If a person wants to open 

up a restaurant or food parlor in a certain location, he needs to have a clear idea of what the people 

favor in that particular region. He even needs to know about the money people want to spend on 

foods. That’s where our theory comes in. We are developing such a method which studies on 

peoples food behaviors based on their earning, weather, culture etc. and establish reliable statistics 

to predict the food pattern. 

In an article [1] we observe that they did multiple surveys and quaternary to find out the 

result. Some researchers even tried conjoint methods [2] about customers’ preferences or even 

executed SERVQUAL” scale [3] to measure the deviation of “Service Quality” between 

customers’ expectation of service and the actual service provided. But these research were done in 

other developed countries. As per our region, weather & culture, our food choices are different 

from other. So in our country, we need a slightly different method to triangulate our food 

preferences more accurately. 

Our main goal is to locate a certain area, where the restaurants are, then we study cuisines 

and their prices. Not only the food but also we take the services the restaurants are offering. We 

also consider some other elements like table booking, online deliveries etc. We will use statistic 

formulas and some machine learning techniques here. This gives us more accurate output than the 

previous researchers. 
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1.2   Aim of Study  

         Who doesn’t love food? People’s schedules are getting tight and it’s really difficult most of 

the time for them to cook food in home after the amount of toiling they have in work. Hence, they 

look for online delivery in restaurants.  

 

        Food business is growing rapidly and to make a loss in this sector is very unlikely. People 

now want to try and taste different things and want to review them by sharing their thoughts. Here 

basically happens 2 things - (i) Customer can share his opinion, (ii) Other potential customers can 

come seeing the review.    

 

         This is why the starters or the restaurant owners have to understand the market and the 

present thought process of the customers. They need to analyze the major factors that make the 

most impact if they want to be successful in this business.  

 

         In this paper we have showed that how some factors can shift the rating of restaurants up and 

down. We believe this research should help both the customers and owners.  

 

 

1.3    Thesis Outline  

           The rest of this report is organized as below: 

  In chapter 2, previous works related to this research have been discussed. 

 In chapter 3, data description, our proposed model and work processes have been 

explained briefly. 

 Chapter 4 represents results, findings, important factors and challenges. 

 Chapter 5 concludes the paper with future works and general remarks. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

2.1 Background Study 

Lots of Multiculturalism and ethnic groups are present in the United States [1]. So, 

restaurateurs of US have to provide a variety of food from different countries. People nowadays 

also love to discover new foods and try different tastes. They are also interested in trying dishes 

of other countries and culture. Thai foods have become very famous and popular all over the world. 

This paper tried to show that the majority of the customers like to get the authentic taste of the 

food rather than the restaurant environment and the interior. They did a survey and distributed 

questionnaires to a total of 250 people including young, middle-aged and old people who had 

served in fast-food, buffet and sitting arrangements. They asked questions about customer 

perception, expectation, and acceptance of food and service. The correlation was used to determine 

relations between the factors. Their results showed that the higher the income, higher the tendency 

of people to eat outside. They also used mean and standard deviation to find out personal choices 

of what most people feel. They found that USA people prefer Thai food way more than other 

foods, though there were some limitations like people’s tastes differ from location to location and 

it covered some segments of customers, locations and services. 

In the second paper [2], they implemented the conjoint method to achieve the customer 

preference for restaurants. The survey was examined in Hong Kong but they believe it is similar 

for other countries. The respondents were of different ages and background. There are more than 

one factors which play a role in choosing a restaurant for customers. These factors work 

independently but they focused more on the total points of the factors. Because customers make 

trade-off while choosing a cuisine. So, they listed the preferred factors for customers in order that 

they like to see in a food court. The results showed some are happy just with the taste of the food 

while for some others the environment and interior are also important. Interestingly, it is also found 

that people are less likely to go out with family than business meetings and friends. This paper 

approached communal analysis based on some major factors such as discrete, linear, ideal and 

anti-ideal. This research’s design and findings of the perception of descending was applied in the 

study to help reveal the restaurant preferences. 
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Service quality and behavior are fundamental aspects to get success in the restaurant 

business. Profit and expansion of business are involved with these two key factors. This [3] study 

observes the relationship among service quality, food quality, perceived value, customer 

satisfaction, and behavioral intentions. Besides, the environment and the reliability, friendliness, 

responsiveness and apologizing manner of employees are not avoided by the customers. So, they 

play a huge part in customer service. These variables were treated independently where the gender 

key was a dependent factor. Their accuracy was 66.00% in classifying gender-based customers. 

They used “SERVQUAL” scale to measure the deviation of “Service Quality” between customers’ 

expectation of service and the actual service provided. It was a 7-point scale from 1 to 7 which 

took points from customers for different variables. The results show improvement of food quality 

boosts customer satisfaction.  

Retaining customers is more profitable than gaining new customers. This paper [4] 

examined what pushes the customer to visit a restaurant again and how can this tendency be 

increased more. They noticed that some factors are involved here. Of course, food quality, price, 

service, atmosphere are key terms here. Social Media is a big phenomenon nowadays for 

information sharing of a variety of restaurants. Customers get interested in something by seeing 

the reviews and comments from visiting customer. It is also helpful for restaurant managers and 

owners to go through the reviews and improve customer service if there is any room for it. This 

paper used an original model called “DINESERV” as well as used text mining technology to 

analyze reviews of customers and understand their revisit intention. The ratio between price and 

benefit of the foods is considered as consumers’ value. They developed 8 hypotheses which were 

based on the variables on which a customer decides to visit again. Then they collected online 

reviews and did regression analysis on it. In their result, service quality got most points; followed 

by the atmosphere, food quality, and price. Interestingly, from the reviews, more than 90% 

mentioned about the tastes of food where the rest of the tiny portion of people discussed the 

healthiness of food.  

The last paper [5] that we studied identifies that people’s food habit is being influenced 

over time. During consumer research, they found that people’s implications & preferences of food 

changes. They explored that sub-cultural food consumption is different like fashion and trends. 

This paper is work in elaborating how cultural capital expresses different tastes. Europe plays a 

big role in food consumptions of people all over the world. They showed that food taste preferences 
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are related to cultural development. The geographical, economic and historical contexts influenced 

people’s culture and taste. Even people’s wealth and consumption of sweets made an impact on 

their preferences and globalization. This paper covered the micro and macro-environmental 

attributes all over Europe. The ingredients used and the way food is cooked that certainly convey 

the lifestyle, thought process, progress and culture of a nation. Food habits also differ based on 

people’s religion.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

3.1 Data Description 

We have collected our dataset from Kaggle – a rich resource for the data scientists. The 

data are still very new and has been posted 4 months ago. 

This data is about types of restaurants and cuisines all over the world. We can fetch exact 

location by the ‘longitude’ and ‘latitude’ that are available in our dataset along with the country 

and city names. We also found the average cost for 2 people in terms of currencies of respective 

countries. 

We have observed our data and found a number of important features that will help us analyzing 

further. We tried to visualize the data along with its attributes by plotting some bar diagrams and 

pie charts. We considered 7 features to be most important to understand the distribution and range 

of our data. 

Now, on the next page, we have shown the state of our data that we found out during our 

research.  
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3.2 Features 

3.2.1 Countries 

Variety of countries are there in the data. The number of restaurants in different countries 

is plotted here. Restaurants from 15 countries covering all the continents across the world are here. 

As we can see, this dataset largely contains restaurants from India of almost 9,000. The rest of 

them individually gather below 500. 

 

Fig 1: Bar Diagram of Data Distribution based on Countries 
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3.2.2 Cuisines 

The types of restaurants which are available in our dataset are plotted here. No surprises, 

Indian cuisines are the most as we have seen this dataset massively contains restaurants from India 

and moreover Indian cuisines are also popular beyond India. The 2nd most cuisines we have all 

over the world are mainly local fast food shop.   

 

 

Fig 2: Bar Diagram of Data Distribution based on Cuisines 

  

3.2.3 Price Range 

The average cost for 2 people is here. Although our main data has currencies of respective 

countries, we converted them all into US Dollars to compare the actual value. We can picture that 

the major portion of our data has restaurants with price-range around and above 3-7 USD. 
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Fig 3: Bar Diagram of Data Distribution based on Price-range 

 

3.2.4 Table Booking 

The next important feature we considered is whether the restaurant has a booking facility 

or not. We see that a huge part of the restaurants of our data does not allow this service. Remember, 

this is because, in our dataset, 2nd most numbers of cuisines belong to local fast-food shops. 
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Fig 4: Pie Chart of Data Distributions of Cuisines based on Booking Facility 
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3.2.5 Online Delivery 

Most of them don’t adopt online delivery with an amount of 74%.  

 

 

Fig 5: Pie Chart of Data Distribution based on Availability of Online Delivery 
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3.2.6 Rated or Not 

This is the section where we can understand that the numbers that are not rated are the ones 

that don’t have an online social media profile to be rated. Easy enough to know obviously most of 

them will have the facility as 80% of the total cuisines of our dataset are rated by people.  

 

Fig 6: Pie Chart of Data Distribution of Cuisines whether Rated or Not 
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3.2.7 Rating Points 

This is one of the most important findings of this research. Most of the restaurants got 

reviews as Average or good where the very little amount is Poor and some is Excellent. The dataset 

actually contains rating points in numbers and those are also available in texts. We just picked the 

rating-texts since they both mean the same.  

  

Fig 7: Bar Diagram of Data Distribution of Cuisines based on Ratings 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

4.1 Hypothesis of System Implementation 

This research is a part of data mining concept. So, we will implement machine learning 

techniques to achieve our goal.  

Our scopes of findings are to evaluate comparisons:  

1. Cultural-wise, 2. Cuisine-wise, 3. Price-wise, 4. Rating-wise  

 The workflow of our research is shown below that how we can do it to complete this 

journey.    

   

Fig 8: Proposed Model for Machine Learning Analysis 
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4.2 Data Handling 

4.2.1. Data Cleaning 

 First thing first. We addressed that our data contains too much needless information those 

won’t help us or will have any impact on our research. So, we removed those parts and also 

removed the missing values and outliers. Finally, our dataset looked good to go.  

4.2.2. Adding Extra Feature 

 We added a new column in our dataset naming “Price Category” which is associated with 

the column “Average Cost for 2 (USD)”. We basically categorized the costs in the new column so 

that it becomes easy to understand in which category the price has fallen since there is huge price 

discrepancy in our data.  

 

 

Fig 9: New Look of the Dataset 
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4.3 Data Visualization 

4.3.1 Data Pre-processing 

 Now the time has come to visualize our freshly looked data. We imported our data in the 

Machine-learning tool “Weka” and selected the attribute “Price Category.  

 

Fig 10: Data Points of “Price Category” 

 We can see that this feature has 10 different nominal values starting from A to J. We cleared 

this before that this feature is the subdivision of another attribute “Average Cost for 2 (USD)” 
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from our dataset. Prices from 300 and above are categorized as ‘A’. 200 and above are set as ‘B’, 

150 and above areas ‘C’, 100 and above are as ‘D’, 70 and above are as ‘E’, 50 and above are as 

‘F’, 30 and above are as ‘G’, 20 and above are as ‘H’, 10 and above are as ‘I’ and finally below 10 

are labeled as ‘J’.  

 Now, this is understandable that most of the prices will fall under category ‘J’ and ‘I’ which 

covers 6271 and 1806 instances respectively among about 9000 examples.   

 

4.3.2 Selecting Data Points 

 Next, we selected all the attributes in terms of “Price Category” to observe the scene. It’s 

easy to understand that the Pink and Yellow colors are the Price Category of J and me which are 

the majority among other classes.  

 

Fig 11: Data Points of all attributes based on “Price Category” 
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 Here, one thing is noticeable that the box “Cuisine” is Empty. The reason for this is there 

are too many classes for this feature in the dataset. For example, you can imagine the type of 

restaurants and bars around the world. Japanese, French, Chinese, Italian, American, Indian, Pizza, 

Burgers, Desserts, Ice-creams, Kebab, Café, Bakery, Continental, Asian and so on. So, it was 

difficult to tie them down in a single frame.   

 

4.3.3 Visualizing Data  

 We can now see the relationships among the attributes to gain more knowledge about our 

data.  

 In Fig-12, we have “Country” on the X-plane and “Average Cost for 2 (USD)” on the Y-

plane. The colorful scattered dots which are visible are the “Aggregate Rating.” We can see most 

of the points are yellowish as most of the ratings is in and around 4. Interestingly, a huge portion 

of points is bluish too since a number of cuisines were not rated due to having any rating service 

and they eventually got the rating 0 in the dataset.  

 

 

Fig 12: Relating Countries with Cost in terms of Rating 
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 In Fig-13, this time on the X-axis, we have “Average Cost for 2 (USD)” and on the Y-axis 

we have “Cuisines”. As we can see nothing shown in the picture beside Y-axis because there are 

too many values of cuisines to show. The colorful scattered points describe countries. Most of 

them are pink as they are denoting the country India. No surprises, the pink dots will take all over 

the place since 8,000 of 9,000 data in our dataset are from the country India. 

 

 

Fig 13: Relating Cost with Cuisines in terms of Countries 

 In Fig-14, we have “Average Cost for 2 (USD)” on the X-axis and “Aggregate Rating” on 

the Y-axis. This time the colorful scattered points are representing the attribute “Cuisines.” As we 

can see, there are a huge amount of colors naturally because of the number of cuisines we have in 

our dataset.  

 Besides, you can imagine from the graph that most of the restaurant bills fall under under-

10 to 30 USD for 2 people.   
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Fig 14: Relating Cost with Rating in terms of Cuisines 

4.4 Technique & Algorithms 

 Now since we have full idea about our data, we can dig deep and find the hidden elements 

within our data.  

 We will try to predict the “Aggregate Rating” using correlation and regression in other 

attributes. We have taken the help of a strong and powerful tool “Rapidminer” to perform this task. 

 We have taken into account several methods to try things out and check which one 

performed the best. 

 First, we have imported our data into “Rapidminer” and selected the column that we want 

to predict. In this case, it was the numeric column “Aggregate Rating.” Next, this tool suggested 

which attributes could be ignored and which are most helpful.  
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Fig 15: Selecting Inputs 

In “Fig 15,” the red circle is suggested as “Not Useful” or misleading feature. And the 

green circles are signaled as the right features or the important ones to be picked.  

 Then we selected the Model Types, played the “Run” button and waited for the results.  
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Fig 16: Results of applied Algorithms 

 We applied Generalized Linear Model, Deep Learning, Decision Tree, Random Forest, and 

Gradient Boosted Trees in our data and among them, Gradient Boosted Trees performed best 

with the Root Mean Squared Error of 1.233. However, it had the most run-time of 40 seconds. But 

to get the most accurate result, we can compromise the run-time and wait for the best prediction 

rate. 

4.5 Findings 

 We picked the result of “Gradient Boosted Trees” which gave us the best output. We 

analyzed the correlations among the attributes that the algorithm decided to be most suitable.  

 The term “Correlation” means how closely two things are related. Correlation can either 

be positive or negative. Correlation can be from -1 to +1. A correlation of -1 between 2 factors 

means they have a strong negative relation between them and +1 means they have a strong positive 

relationship. Any value around 0 means the attributes have a weak relation between them and if a 

value becomes 0, that means there is no relation between those features. 
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 A positive correlation between two things means they are going in the same direction. For 

example, we can say, if the demand for any product becomes higher, the price gets higher. So, 

demand and price are positively correlated parameters here. That means if one increases, the other 

also increases or if one decreases the other one also decreases. 

 On the other hand, the negative correlation between two attributes means they are moving 

in the opposite direction. Which means if one increases, the other one decrease and vice-versa. For 

example, we can think of Supply-Price relation. If foods that rot away easily have a huge amount 

of supply, then the price for them gets dropped and if the supply is less than the demand, the price 

automatically gets higher. 

 In Fig-17, if we look at the 1st row next to the header section, we can see the correlation 

between “Aggregate Rating” and “Aggregating Rating” is 1 which describes a strong positive 

correlation. This is because these 2 factors basically are the same. 

Next, between “Aggregate Rating” and “Average Cost for 2 (USD)” we got the best correlation 

value which is +0.293. This means ratings of restaurants are usually at the higher side if the cost 

is higher. 

 After that we get the relation of “Aggregate Rating” and “Has Online Delivery = No” which 

gives us a negative correlation value. This is because they are going the opposite direction as 

shown here if there is no online delivery, the rating will be less and when we have online delivery 

for customers, the rating will be clearly higher. 

 Similarly, when we have a table booking facility, the rating will go up and when there is 

no table booking, chances are the ratings are dropped.  
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Fig 17: Correlations among attributes for “Gradient Boosted Trees” 

 

4.6 Important Factors That Worked 

 From Fig-18, as we can see the most important features that were decisive in this research 

are:  

  (1) Average Cost for 2 (USD)  

  (2) Has Online Delivery 

  (3) Has Table Booking 

 These 3 factors helped us in our research to make a prediction on “Aggregate Rating.” 

Whereas another feature “Cuisines” misguided the model to fetch the best output. This is why we 

skipped this feature just like the other ones which couldn’t help the model to perform the best way. 

The reason for ‘Cuisines” to be most contradictory is there are so many labels for this attribute and 

it was more than difficult to categorize it within a few labels.     
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Fig 18: Important Factors used in Gradient Boosted Trees 

 

4.7 About the Model 

 The model that worked best for us is Gradient Boosted Trees. The model used 60 trees in 

total which had a maximum depth of 7. 
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 From Fig-19, it is noticeable that with the number of trees increased, the performance of 

the model drops. The size of the circle in the picture defines the performance parameter. We can 

see that the circle became very small and hard to see as it travels with more number of trees towards 

the right side. 

 

Fig 19: Performance Parameter for “Gradient Boosted Trees” 

 This is because with the number of trees increased, the model carries more information and 

it becomes time-consuming to process and extract the result. However, the more the information, 

the more accurate the model will produce a result.  

 

 This is why we often have to a trade-off between performance and the result or we can see 

between the run-time and the accuracy.   
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A part of the entire tree is shown below in Fig-20. As we can see the total number of trees 

in this model are 60 and it is quite impossible to fit them all together here and try to understand 

them.  

 

Fig 20: Image of the Gradient Boosted Trees (Total Trees 60, Depth 20) 

4.8 Challenges 

A major challenge was to categorize one of the most important features in our data - 

“Cuisines.” It could give us lots of interesting stats and more accurate predictions if it had limited 

numbers of labeling. 
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Fig 21: Too many labels for the attribute “Cuisines” 

 

 

Next challenge was “Aggregate Rating.” Lots of cuisines are marked as rating 0 not because of 

the bad experience of the customers but because of not having the facility of the review system. 

So, it’s a contradiction whether it is reviewed as 0 or there is no system to review. This was one 

of the reasons for which we can have a misleading or error-prone prediction.  
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CHAPTER 5 

 

5.1 Future Works 

Future works can be based on mitigating those challenges which are mentioned on the 

previous page. For example, trying to categorize and grouping the “Cuisines” under a few 

umbrellas so that it becomes easy to perform analytical tasks. Also trying to use other efficient 

algorithms can give more accurate outputs such as Naïve-Bayes Operator, KNN, Logistic 

Regression etc. 

Besides, we have an ambitious plan to try and find out the economy of the countries that 

are in our dataset based on the cost of restaurant bills. Moreover, finding out the cultural 

differences based on the most popular cuisines in a country. 

 

5.2 Conclusion 

It’s always interesting to analyze data and find out in-depth patterns which are not possible 

to understand in the naked eye or just visualizing the data. Performing data mining techniques can 

bring a new dimension and ideas. Prediction becomes easier if we understand and pick the correct 

inputs which are important and don’t contradict with the output that we are trying to find out.   

In this research, we basically did the correlation and regression method with the help of 

built-in statistical algorithms. We have identified the important features that are relevant to our 

goal which is always important to understand. After that cleaning, the missing data and misleading 

values are also the keys. The rest of the part is up to the machine to make the prediction based on 

our needs.   
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